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Abstract 
Sureson, C., Symmetric submodels of a Cohen generic extension, Annals of Pure and Applied 
Logic 58 (1992) 247-261. 
We study some symmetric submodels of a Cohen generic extension and the satisfaction of 
several properties (the absence of free ultrafilters or C + L( “Ord)) which strongly violate the 
axiom of choice. 
If C (see [3]) is the least inner model closed under countable sequences, our 
original motivation in this work was to construct a model of ‘C # L(“Ord)’ 
(without the large cardinal assumption of [14]). 
But in this paper, we shall study, more generally, properties of symmetric 
submodels of a Cohen generic extension and the satisfaction of DC or AC,. 
When the universe satisfies AC,, then C = L(“Ord). So any candidate for 
‘C # L( “Ord)’ should violate AC,. 
Let t: o x w* (0, l} be Cohen generic over the Constructible Universe, and 
let A = {z Itnjxo,: n < o}. 
The canonical model for 1AC is L(TC({A})); it does violate AC, but we shall 
show that neverthe!ess it satisfies ‘C = L(“Ord)‘. 
We then study another classical model of 1AC (see [7]) which satisfies 
‘C # L(“Ord)’ and characterize it in three different ways: 
- as a model of the form L(B); 
- as an uncountable intersection of Cohen extensions; 
- and as a symmetric submodel (which is its classical definition). 
We next focus on models without free ultrafilters, following work of Feferman 
[4,5], Blass [l, 21 and Pincus and Solovay [13]. We characterize Feferman’s 
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model and propose a model of ‘DC + all ultrafilters are principal’ which is a 
symmetric submodel of L[t] and thus different from the models of Pincus and 
Solovay. 
Most of our results are formulated for any ground model (not necessarily L). 
We use the term fact when we state a result which is already known (regardless 
of its importance). 
0. Basic results 
(a) Let (ln’, 6,l) be a partial order in the ground model M. If Ed is an 
automorphism of P, then n induces a bijection on the P-names, which we denote 
also by Ed. 
Key Fact 0.1. Let ri be a P-name and let p E P. Then 
P 11 v(h) iff JG(P) It- Q)(Jd(h)). 
Let U: be a group of automorphisms of P, and let F, a set of subgroups of Ye, be 
a normal filter on %. Then for a P-name 4 we set sym%(ti) = {n E ‘G:  n(h) = ci}. 
Definition 0.2. a is F-symmetric iff sym%((ci) E F. 
h E HSF iff domain(h) = {x:3p E P (x, p) E (i} is included in HSF, and b 
F-symmetric. 
is 
If G is p-generic over M, then the symmetric submodel NF is {(h)c : ci E HSF >. 
Theorem 0.3. NF is a model of ZF. 
(b) Examples of symmetric submodels. In all the following examples, the 
forcing notion will be the set P = {p function: dam(p) finite E w x w and 
range(p) G (0, l}}. Let G be P-generic over the ground model M. We set 
r=lJG. 
Example 0.4 (see Jech [9]). Let JC: o + w be a permutation. We shall also denote 
by n the following notions. 
- The function q,: o x o- o x w defined by n,(m, n) = (n(m), n), for m, 
n < 0. 
- The automorphism JG~: P-+ $ defined by dom(n,(p)) = n,“dom(p) and 
Jcr(P)(Jr&r, n)) = P( m,n), forpEP, m, n<o. 
- The mapping q: M’+ M’ on the $-names associated with n,. 
Let V, be the set of E : P+ P defined this way. If E s o is finite, then one sets 
fix,(E) = {JC E %,: n( Exw = identity}. Let F, be the normal filter generated by 
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all fix,(E), E finite GO. Let Mi =Nfi. If A = {z[~,)~,:Iz < o}, then it is known 
that M1 = L(M U {A} U A) and that M1 satisfies lAC,. 
Example 0.5 (see Jech [7], [S, exercise 5.6.161). Let %& = {n permutation of 
w x w : n moves finitely many elements}. For m < w, let G,,, = {Ed E %$ : JG[,~~ = 
identity}. Let F2 be the normal filter on ?ZZ generated by the G,,,‘s. M2 is the 
model NE?. 
Example 0.6 (due to Feferman; this is the model of [9, p. 2141). Let Xc o x w 
be in M. It induces an automorphism a, : P+ P’ defined by: 
o&)(m, n) =P(m, n), if (m, n) $ X 
= 1 -p(m, n), if (m, n) E X. 
Let Ce, = {ax: X E o X o}. For E finite SW, fix,(E) = {ax: XII (E x w) = $3}. 
Let F3 be the normal filter on Y& generated by the fix,(E)‘s. Then we set 
M3 = NF’. M2 and M3 also violate AC,. 
(c) Sets of ordinals in these models. These three examples have same sets of 
ordinals; this can be shown by the general characterization of sets of ordinals in 
symmetric submodels [7], but more precisely one has the next fact. 
Fact 0.7 (see Blass [2] or also Jech [7]). 
P(Ord) rl N”= P(Ord) rlNEi_= P(Ord) II = P(Ord) 
All along, we shall use the following notation. Let S E M[G]. Then we denote 
by M(S) the model L(TC(M U S)) (S does not necessarily belong to M(S)). 
By Fact 0.7, M(R) as defined in the previous models is a unique model studied 
in [2]. It satisfies DC. 
Also y will denote the canonical p-name for the generic function r : o x w- 
(0, l}. For II < o, y,, is the canonical name for rI (n) Xw. 
1. The model Nfi and the assertion ‘C #L(“Ord)’ 
Let C be the least inner model closed under countable sequences (see [3]). We 
shall check that MI = Nfi = M({A}) satisfies “(M(“Ord)) c M( “Ord). 
Fact 1.1. MI satisfies lAC,. 
Proof. See [S, exercise 5.6.18 and Theorem 8.1(e)], or directly consider 
(&: n < w) where, for n < o, 
X, = {(G, . . . 3 s,):Vi<ns;cA andVi<j<nsi#sj}. Cl 
If the universe satisfies AC,, then one can check that C = L(“Ord). But even 
though M1 violates AC,, we have the following pro~sition. 
P~~sition 1.2. Zn M,, ~(~(“Ord)) E M(“Ord). 
Proof. We have seen that P(Ord) n 44, !z l,_Jk~wM[r~kxo]. Hence we obtain 
(~{ ~Ord))~l= (M( ~#))~I = M(A). 
Let B = (“w)~~. Since B = lJkcw (~w)“‘~~I*~*~, we can consider a P-name 8 for 
B which is obtained canonically from this equality. If t: w X w+ {0, 1) is generic 
and for any k < w there are k’, k” such that M[%]kxw] EM(~]~~~J and 
Mft]kxw] E MfZ/k=xw], then (B),= (B), = B. 
We want to show (~~(A)) n Ml c M(A). So let f E ~(~A}} and f : u>-+M(B). 
Any eiement z in M(B) is coded in M(B) by some x E M, t/,nxo, for m < u, and 
B. We shall write 
z =cod(~, t/m)<o, B). 
Let us argue in M[G]. For each n < w, let k, be the least m < w such that there is 
x EM with f(n) = cod@, tl,xw, B). Let x, EM be the least such x (for some 
well-ordering in M). 
f is coded in M((A}) by some z EM, ~l,,+~~, for nfr < o, and A. Again we write 
f = cod@, r ],,,x o> A). Let J” be the canonical name of f obtained from this 
equality. We have sym,,G) =, fix,(~). 
Claim 1.3. For any n < o, k,, s no + 1. 
Proof. Let n < w be fixed. We assume k n 2 no + 2. There is p. E G such that 
P&@) = cod& &,Xo>v, h). 
Let us clarify some notation. If t : n x co+ {0, 1) and also 7 :p x co-+ (0, 11, 
then r-t : (n + p)+ (0, l> is defined by 
t-t@, s) = t(r, sj, if r<n, 
= t(r - n, s), ifa<r<n+p. 
Let us show that 
D=(qE$:3m<o, mak, and 
is dense below p,). 
This is the usual argument. Let p 6po. We find m < w such that m 2 k, and 
dam(p) n ({m, m + l} x o) = $3. Then we take a permutation ?r such that 
n(k, - 2) = m, n(k, - 1) = m + 1, and vice versa. 
Since k, 3 n,, + 2, JG@) =f and hence p U n(p) E D. So let J? E D Cl G and let 
m < w be associated with p as in the definition of D. We obtain 
cod+,> &xwr B) = cod&, ~t(k,,-2)x~~~tl,,.,+,,~~~, B). (a) 
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Fig. 1 
Using a canonical bijection between w and 0.2, we can find a generic function 
%: o x w+ (0, l} such that 
rJ(k,--2)X0? &,--2)xo@ +k,-l)X09 
and 5 is equal to 
r[k,--2xc* h+k.--2)X0 ht((k”-l~XOJA ~l,k,.m+Z,xoh~l(k,--l)xwh~l,m+2.w,xo. 
We can represent the situation in Fig. 1. 
Let us modify t on a finite set such that p E t . Z needs to be altered only on 
([kn - 2, k, - l] U [m + 2, w[) x co, because otherwise r and t agree. We still 
have (B), = B. So we get 
cod(X,, $,,xo, B) = codk tl~kn-2)XWhtl,,,,+,,xo, B) 
= cod@,, t)(k,-2)xmhtl,m.m+,,xo, B) 
= cod&, r(k,xo, B) by (* ). 
But there is y E M such that 
cod& flk.xw, B) = cod(y, r/c+-l)xw, B), 
which contradicts the minimahty of k,. 0 (Claim 1.3) 
So we can choose in M({A}) a sequence (x, : II < co) such that, for any IZ < w, 
X, E ~4 and f(n) = cod@,, rl(n,,+l+,, B). Exactly as in Fact 0.7, we have 
P(M) f-~ M(M)) c Umo M[z~~~~]. So there exists ii < u such that (x,: n < o) E 
M[tl,xo] (actually fi = no + 1). Finally, (cod@,, tl~n,,+l)xo, B): n < w) E M(A) = 
(M( “Ord))M1. Cl (Proposition 1.2) 
Corollary 1.4. Zf M = L, then (lAC, A C = L( oOrd))L((A)). 
2. A model of C #L( “Ord) and its characterization 
Let again t: o x co+ (0, l} be P-generic over M. 
Definition 2.1. Let S, t be two functions. s =fin t iff dam(s) = dam(t) and 
{x: S(X) #t(x)} is finite. 
We set D={~:3n<ws=,,t(,,, and range(s)E{O,l}}. For feOw, let 
Ef = {(m, n):n af(m)}. 
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Proposition 2.2. (a) M({D}) = M2 = fl {M[rIE,l :f E (“w)“}; 
(b) M2 violates AC, and if M = L, then (V = C Z L(“Ord)) holds in M2. 
Proposition 2.2 bears a resemblance to results of [14], but its proof will be 
based on symmetric submodels arguments, not on Ramsey type properties. 
Proof. (a) Let us show the following inclusions: 
Mz E M({D]) c f-I {M[rl,,l: f E (“u)~> E Mz. 
(i) M2~ M({D}). Let d be th e canonical P-name of D. Obviously for any 
Ed E +Zze,, we have n(d) = d. Let us prove our result by s-induction. 
Let X E M2 and X c M({D}). W e assume X = (k), and sym+&!?) 2 (;k, for 
some k < o. For s E D, let p(s) be the unique it < o such that s =fin z],,~~. Then 
p E M({D}). Any element z of M({D}) is coded in M({D}) by some x E M, 
s E D, and D. We write z = cod& s, D). So we want to determine in M({D}) 
whether any cod+, s, D) belongs to (X),. We can assume tlkxo ES. 
Claim 2.3. cod(x, s, D) E (%), if 3p E Pp Ido,,+) c s and 
p It cod@, ~((,,(s)xo)‘, fi) E X. 
Proof. (From left to right). Let m < o be such that Y = {(i, j) E dam(s) :s(i, j) # 
zl,(,),,(i, j)} is included in p(s) x m. There exists k’ > p(s) so that ~~~~~~~~~~~~ = 
rJ,k’,k’+p(s)-k,X??l (meaning s(i, j) = z(i + k’ - k, j)). This is because the set 
A = {P E P: 3k’ ’ ~6) P I,~.r+p~k,xm = sl,~,p~s~[xrn~ 
is dense in P. So let ;rd permute the two blocks [k, p(s)[xm and [k’, k’ + p(s) - 
k[xm. This is represented in Fig. 2. Then s = (n(y]c,o,,,,V))G. There exists 
pO E G so that 
polkcoW, ~4&~s~xw~4, fi) E *. 
Since t] kxo ES and n E V$, we have E(X) =X. We obtain 
+,I) It- cod@, &(s)xoj~ fi) E X. 




k p(s) k’ 
Fig. 2. 
k’+p(s)-k 
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(From right to left). Let p E P be such that 
PIdmn(s) G s and p It cod(x’, yl~p(sIxo)V, d) E X. 
We set Y = {(i, j) : (s Up)(i, j) # z(i, j)} ( s and p are compatible). Again r rl 
(k x w) = 0 and r is finite. Let m, n < o be so that r E [k, k + n[xm. We can 
find again k’ BP(S), n such that, for all (i, j) in [k, k + n[xm, (s Up)(i, j) = 
t(i + k’ - k, j). Let us consider the associated permutation z Then 
n(p) IFcod@, ~(~~~,~+,~4, fi) E 2. 
Since x(p) E G and (~(YI(~(~)~~)~))~ = s, we are done. El (Claim 2.3) 
This implies that with D and tlkxw, we are able to decide in M({D}) whether 
cod@, s, 0) E (X),. So (X), E M({D}). This ends the proof of (i). 
As a particular case of Claim 2.3, we get Fact 0.7 for M2. Let (X), c Ord and 
sym,(k) 2 Gk, then for any IX E Ord we have the equivalence 
a E (X), iff ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and p~t&eX. 
Hence (X), E M[tlkxw]. 
(ii) M({D}) cn {M[&l]:f E (“w)~}. For any f E (“u)~, one has D E 
M[zl,,l. Hence we obtain 
M({DI) c fl M&,1 :f l (“MY”% 
which ends the proof of (ii). 
(iii) n {M[&,] :f E (“w)~} E M2. W e e d d uce from (i) that M({D}) = M2. We 
can also notice that 
M({D)) E f-I {W&,1 :f E P4”‘G1>. 
So (iii) will show somewhat surprisingly that in the intersection we can restrict to 
functions f in M. 
Let us denote n {M[zI~/] :f E (“CO)““} by &!I. Then fi satisfies ZF because M 
is definable (using a unary predicate for M) in any M[rIEl], f E (“w)~. Let us 
argue by s-induction. We first need a few facts. 
Definition 2.4. For f, g E wo, let f <<g mean that there is n, < o such that, for all 
n 2 &I, f(n) s g(n). 
Lemma 2.5. Let (A,: n < CO) E M[G] be a partition of (“w)~. Then there exists 
n,, < o such that A,, is cojinal for << in ( OOI)~. 
Proof. Let us assume the contrary. For each n < o, let fn be so that for any 
g E A,, g $ ef,. Let (g,: (Y < A) be an enumeration in M of (“w)““. For p < w, let 
cxP be such that fP = g,. We set X = {(u,: p < w}. 
Fact 2.6. For any X c Ord, X E M[G], there is .% E M such that X s x and 
(XI = 1x1. 
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This is a direct consequence of the countable chain condition (see [ll, Lemma 
VII.6.81). 
Hence let x EM be such that {(y, :p < w} E x and Ixl= X0 (in M also). So 
there exists f E (“CO)“’ such that f >>g,, for any (Y E 3. In particular f >>fP, for 
any p < CO. But then f does not belong to any A,,. This contradicts the fact that 
(A,: 12 < w) is a partition. 0 (Lemma 2.5) 
Let (k)G G M2 and (J& E A?. We want to show that (x), E M2. We argue in 
WGI. 
For each f E (“CO)“‘, we consider xr E M such that (_%), is coded in M[tl,,] by 
xf and tlE,. We write (J& = cod&, rIE,). So there is pf E G such that 
pf IF_% = cod((xj), YIE;). 
Let pi : (W~)M+ w be such that v(f) is the least II < o such that 
rl,xn It_% = cod(&), &;). 
By Lemma 2.5, there must exist n,,< w such that q-‘({n,,}) is cofinal for << in 
(“w)~. Let H = cp-‘({no}). If h E H, then we have 
TI mxn,, 11% =cod((x,_), rig). 
(The argument would have been simpler, if we had assumed the existence in M of 
a A-scale, for some A). 
Claim 2.7. There exists n, < w such that for any permutation n E G,,, we have 
TI n,,xn” Ii- Jd(l7i) = 2. 
Proof. Let us suppose it is false. For any it < w, there is rr,, E G,, so that 
Let us choose in M such a sequence (Ed,: n < CO). Let Y, = {(i, j) E w x 
w:Jcn(i,j)#(i,j)}. Then Y,fl(nx~)=O. Let m,<w be so that Y,cwxm,,, 
for n < CO. We consider the function f :f (n) = sup{m, : k s n}. Since H is cofinal. 
there are h E H and n, 2 rt,) such that, for any n 2 n,, f(n) s h(n). Then one can 
check that Eh fl Y,, = 0: 
(i,j)~Y,, + (ian, andj<m,,) 
3 (f (9 2 m,,, ian, andjsm,,) 
+ (f(i)Sj and i 2nd 3 (h(i) ai) 
3 (i, i) $ EI,. 
Since h E H, 
TI n,,xq, 11.~2 = cod(h), yl,& 
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We get that 
G&l ,,x,J 11 G,(X) = cod((4 n,&].;)). 
But since E,, f~ Y,, = 0, we have 
rl nOxnO II- Jo,, = cod(&), Y~E;) = 2. 
We obtained a contradiction. 0 (Claim 2.7) 
Let us consider the following P-name: 
Y={(~,~):~E(HS~~V~), t(noxn,,~p and pIti~%}. 
We can take a large enough so that (& = (k), and so that, for any E in yze,, 
d’Vn rl HSfi = V, f~ HS=. 
If n, is as in the previous claim, then one can see that G,, E sym,,(Y). So 
(k), E Nfi, which proves (iii) and so Proposition 2.2(a). 
(b) For rt<o, let D, = {s E D:s=~~z/,~~}. (Dn: n <co) belongs to M2. Let 
us check that in h&, n(D,:n<o)=0. We assume f~~{D,:n<to} and 
f E M2. Since P(Ord) n M2 G Ukcw M[z[~~~], there must exist k< o such that 
f E M[&J. But since f(k + I) =fin rlck+l)xw, we get rlck+l)xw l M[&d This 
contradicts the fact that tl{k)xw is Cohen generic over &![tlkxw]. So M2 violates 
AC,. 
To deal with the last clause, let us show the following claim. 
Claim 2.8. D $ M(“Ord n i&). 
Proof. We recall that B = lJkco (W~)M[rl*xc*l, and that & is the canonical p-name 
attached to this definition. 
If D E M(“Ord rl M,), then there should exist x E M, k < o such that D is 
coded in M(B) by x, r/ kxw and B. We write D = cod@, tlk xo, B). There is 
p. E G such that pO II d = cod@, ylckxwjv, B). Let now i < o be so that k G i and 
({i, i + l} x o) fl dom(p,) = 0. W e consider the permutation n E ‘%, which ex- 
changes the columns i and i + 1. Then 
pelt JG@) = cod@, yl(kxw)‘, B). 
This yields (~(fi,))~ = D. But tlixw^tl~i+,)xw^tl~i)xw belongs to (n(b)), -D. 
This is absurd. 0 (Claim 2.8) 
Since D = U { 0,: n < o} E (C)“(co))), if M = L, we obtain that in L({D}), 
V = C # L(“Ord). 0 (Proposition 2.2) 
Using the automorphisms a,, X E w X o, one can give another definition of 
M2. Let %={a,e%3:Vm<wXfl({m}xW)isfinite}.Fork<o, let 
~;={u*E%:(Xn(kxo))=0}. 
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And let F be the normal filter generated on % by the Gk ‘s. Then also 
NF = M({D}). 
It is a well-known fact that there is no function in M[G] which eventually 
dominates all functions in M. 
Fact 2.9. For any f E (“w) MIG1, there is g E ( OIIO)~ so that f # g. 
Proof. See [ll] if CH holds. If there is no scale in M, then one could apply 
Lemma 2.5 for example. 0 
The situation is different for (Ramsey) Mathias forcing: let 6 E [o]” be Mathias 
generic over M. 
Fact 2.10. For any f E ( OIIO)~, f << ~3. 
(What we call 6 is in fact the enumeration of the generic set 6). See 
[lo, Lemma 3.151 for a proof. 
In analogy with the Cohen case, let us consider the following. Let (E,: 
n < o) EM be a sequence of subsets of o such that, for any n < w, E,, E E,,+l, 
E, +,I, E,+I, and U- E, = w. For f E wo, let I$ = lJ,<, (E, II [f(n), o[). Let 
6 be Ramsey Mathias generic over M and let b = {s E Ow : 3 n < w s =fin al,}. 
Then because of Fact 2.10, we get the next proposition. 
Proposition 2.11. M({b}) S fl {M[al~j :f E (“W)“>. 
Proof. We only sketch the proof. Let A, 7 be the canonical names for D and 
6. 61, is also Mathias generic [12]. Hence if h is the enumeration of 61Eo, by 
Fact 2.10, h >> all f in (“‘w)~. This implies that 61~~ G=,” cIE,, for all f in (“u)~. 
Also h E M[bl~+j,], for f in (“w)~. So we get 
S.I& E n W[+,l :f E rw”>. 
It suffices to show now that 6/s, 4 M({D}). As in the Cohen case, we can prove 
P(Ord) II M({D]) E kl+_ W&l. (*I 
Let (_%), E P(Ord) fl M({D}). Then there exists m < o and Y such that (al,, Y) 
belongs to the Mathias generic filter and 
(61m, Y) 1t2 = cod@, TIE,,, d), for x EM. 
Then by methods of [14], one can check that for any a E Ord, 
me(X)6 iff 3n0~mVn~n,3t Itl=n, 6l,Et, t-c?l,~Y, 
tlE, = &, and 32 (t, Z)lt&~%. 
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This proves (_&E M[a[,] and hence (*). So 61~~ E M({B}) would imply the 
existence of n < o such that 51~~ E M[6l,]. This is impossible since ++, E 
w+*1. 0 
3. Models without free ultrafilters 
Feferman was the first to produce a model without any free ultrafilter on w (see 
[5]). Let us first characterize his model M3 = NF”. 
Definition 3.1. Let s, t be two functions. Then s = t iff dam(s) = dam(t) and 
{x E dam(s) : s(x) # t(x)} E M. 
Let t : w x w + (0, l} be P-generic over M. We set 
D' = {s : 3n< o s = tlnxo and range(s) E (0, l}}. 
Proposition 3.2. M3 = Nb = M( { D'}), and M3 violates AC,. 
Proof. Let d’ be the canonical P-name for D'. Then one can see that for any 
X E w x o in M, ax(d’) = d’. So we get M({D') E M3. 
The proof that M3 E M({D'}) is very similar to the proof of Mz E M({ D}) (cf. 
Proposition 2.2(a)(i)). Ifs ED’, then let p(s) be as in Proposition 2.2(a)(i). Let 
Y = ((6 j) E P(S) x w :s(i, j) # t(i, j)}. Then instead of ‘Y finite’ as in Proposition 
2.2, we have now ‘YE M’. So it suffices to replace the permutation n of (i) by a,; 
the arguments are then identical. 
Also, if DA = {s ED':s= z( nxw}, for 12 < w, then one can check that (0:: n < 
co)cM3 and that (II,,, DA=0)"'3. Cl 
M3 and the model (M(IR'))~' studied in [2] admit no free ultrafilter on o, but 
they have free ultrafilters on some other sets. Blass [l] considered the model MB 
without any free ultrafilter. Let us assume the ground model M is L. MB is 
defined as follows. Let f be such that for II < o, 
f(n) = {{s: s =lin rl(,)xo), {s :s =iinl - rl{n,x,>>. 
Then MB = HOD(TC({f})). 
One could notice that MB is in fact a symmetric submodel. Let Z = {X E 
w x w :X E M, X is finite or cofinite}. Then Z is closed under the symmetric 
difference A. Since a,+ = a,,,, this implies that the set @ = {a,: X E Z} is a 
group. For k < o, one considers 
Gk={~,E%:xn(kx~)=O}. 
If E is the normal filter generated by the t$ ‘s, then MB = N'. 
By [l], MB satisfies “all ultrafilters are principal”. Also one can see that AC, 
fails in this model. 
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Pincus and Solovay [13] have then produced a model of “DC + all ultrafilters 
are principal”. We propose a construction different from theirs and deal now with 
models of DC. 
Let us consider decreasing generic extensions. Let r: w X o + (0, l} be 
P-generic over M. For IZ < o, we are concerned this time with the set 
K,, = [n, O[XO and the generic rIK,,. 
For f E ww, let Z?f = {(m, n) : n <f(m)}, and let 
A = {s : 3f E (50)~ s =fin +}. 
Encouraged by Section 2, can we hope for the equality 
fl M&,1 :n < w> = W(A)). 
If N = n WblK,l :n < o}, then let us set 
A’ = {s : 3f E (W~)N~ =fin &,}. 
Then by arguments very similar to the ones in [6, p. 4851, one can show that 
N = M({A’}). 
But this time we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. M({A}) 5 n,<,M[tl,]. 
We can parallel the situation with the one in Section 2. We had the implication: 
. implies [Vg E (“w) II M[G] Bf E (“0) n M g $f]. 
We now have 
[3g E (Oo) f~ M[G] Vf E (“w) fl Mg Q=fJ implies [J-I? W&l f WW)]. 
(* *I 
Graphically we have the situation, as depicted in Fig. 3. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let us check ( * *). Let g satisfy the left-hand side. By 
weak homogeneity, we can assume g E M[tlmx (oj], and hence 
so +cg E f-L<, M[t(& Again one shows that 
(P(Ord) n M(A))) +JM ~]rIk]. 
Let us assume that n,,,M[tl,] = M({A}). We would have t\kR E some M[zI,$ 
f EM. Let S be the canonical $-name of g (from some x’ and yl~ox~,,~~v). Then for 
any X c w x w such that X n (w x (0)) = 0, one has ax(g) = g. 
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W 0 n W 
it, Gfin [n,w[xw 
Fig. 3. 
Let us assume r(i$=cod(y, rig,), where y, f E M. Then there is p. E G such 
that pO It y(,qi = cod(y’, ylk;) (with some abuse of notation for Kti and &). Let 
dom(pJ c m. X mo, for m. > 1, and let X = {(m, f(m)): m 2 mo}. Since X tl 
Kf = 0, we get 
POI~ ~Y)IK,,~~) = cod@, rl+) = Y(Q 
So poll- ux(y)lkk = yl~ Hence (c~~(y))~l~, = tl~~. But (o,(y)), and t disagree 
on X rl& = {(m, f(m)) :f(m) <g(m) and m 2 mo}. This set is nonempty be- 
cause g $$ ( * * ) is thus proved. 
That ( * * ) holds in M[G] is a well-known fact. Also we can take 
g(n) = least k such that I{k’ =Z k : a(k’, 0) = l} 1 = n, 
if we want directly g E n,,, ~[t(~,]. •I 
We consider now the following symmetric submodel. For f E (“co)““, let 
G; = {ox E %Y3 : X f~ EI = 0}. P is the normal filter on V& generated by the G;. ‘s, 
f E (“o)~ (we have G, f~ Gg 2 G.sUp(f,g,). 
We consider the symmetric submodel N’. Let il = (“wl (in M or M[G]). 
Proposition 3.4. (a) ‘DC + lACI’ holds in N”; 
(b) if M = L, then N” satisfies ‘all ultrafilters are principal’. 
Proof. (a) Let ii = {s :3f E (“‘w)~ s = zlk,}. Then by previous arguments, one 
can check that N”= M({d}) and that 
P(M) n N’& {M[t),$f E (“o)“}. 
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Let R E N” be a binary relation such that dam(R) # 0 and for any x E dam(R), 
there is y E dom(R)so that x R y. We define in NF the relation R as follows: 
(u, s) R (v, t) iff U, v E M, s, t E d and cod(u, s, d) R cod(v, t, 2). 
Let us argue now in M[G]. We choose a sequence ((u,, fn): it < o) such that, for 
each n < CO, u, E M, fn E ( OCO)~ and 
(U”, &,“) R (r&+1, &+,). 
We have seen in the proof of Lemma 2.5 that given a sequence (fn : n < o) in 
M[G] such that for each n < o, fn E (“co)~, there is f E (“w)“” so that for all 
it < w, f >>fn. Let us consider such an f E (“c~)~. Then for any 12 < o, 
r)~~ E M]+,l. 
R’ = &+,M,+, can be well ordered in N! So there exists h in (“w)~ such 
that R’ E M[z]KJ and we can assume f 6 h. 
If ,$ is the symmetric version of R’, x sy iff y R’ X, then one can conclude with 
an absoluteness argument about the ill-foundedness of 3 between M[G] and 
M[~(E,J So N” satisfies DC. 
Let & = {s E 6: dam(s) = &}, for f E (“c~)~. Then (&:f E (We)M) belongs 
to NF and by the same arguments as before, one shows that in NF, n ( df :f E 
(“w)~) = 0. So in N’, AC1 does not hold. 
(b) We use now arguments of Feferman and Blass. 
We check first that in N” all ultrafilters on o are principal. Let U be an 
ultrafilter on w, in N’. Let U = (I$, where sym%(6’) 2 C=$, for some f E ( OCO)~. 
We set A, = {m : t(m, f (m)) = l}. Then as in [9, p. 2141 with a, instead of A,, 
one shows that a finite subset of A, or of w - Af belongs to lJ. So U is principal. 
Let W be the smallest class containing all singletons and closed under 
models of 1AC w I 










I _- - I 
M(A) 
models of DC 
Fig. 4. 
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well-ordered unions. Then by [l], if V = W, all ultrafilters on o are principal and 
OS does not exist, then V satisfies “all ultrafilters are principal”. 
So it suffices to notice that N” satisfies ‘V = W’. For any f E (“w)~, d, can be 
well-ordered in M({ d}). H ence 6, E W. (“‘a~)~ E W, and for any f E (“w)~, 
dr E W. Hence U {& :f E (“o)“‘} E W. So ii E W. 
Since N’= L({ d}), this implies V = W (see [l] for more details). 0 
It was essential in order to show V = W to consider only functions in M. 
Let us represent the (strict) inclusions between the models we have dealt with, 
see Fig. 4. 
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